Stuart Shils Recent Paintings February
2008-2009 shils-harris press release - stuart shils new paintings november 20, 2008 – january 10, 2009
the tibor de nagy gallery is pleased to present new paintings by stuart shils. the exhibition will comprise
cityscapes from stuart’s native philadelphia, and new york city, along with landscapes from umbria, italy. the
artist, who in the past has worked no larger than 12 x 14 stuart shils master's class - three pines studio
and gallery - stuart shils master's class focusing on painting in the life studio, this three-day class uses the
model as a point of departure for painting and drawing. with emphasis on visual presence and what is
happening in the immediate moment of perceptual contact, our consideration will be the anatomy of
perception rather than the perception of anatomy. 2008 matthiasdottir selected paintings - tibor de
nagy gallery - selected paintings october 11 – november 15, 2008 the tibor de nagy gallery is pleased to
present its first exhibition of paintings by the celebrated icelandic painter louisa matthiasdottir. the artist is
known for her realist paintings that employ a vibrant palette and a strong geometric structure. at three pines
studio - stuart shils master's class ... his paintings are represented by steven harvey fine art projects in new
york, and his monotypes ... stuart shils master's class at three pines studio - material list. stuart shils master's
class at three pines studio - material list contd. colors not to bring: no burnt umber or raw umber. they are
both mixed from ... c. grimaldis gallery - artforum international - c. grimaldis gallery 523 north charles
street baltimore, md 21201 t 410.539.1080 cgrimaldisgallery for immediate release for further information,
please contact jennifer tam at (410) 539 -1080 or jt@cgrimaldisgallery dick turpin: the spurious highwayman
recent paintings by david brewster at c. grimaldis gallery th e glorious wake of th at painter’s visual joy paintings examining the story of joseph wharton. * for several millennia painters have been telling all sorts of
stories about people, places and things, but to get into the painter’s head, into the crux of what the visual
bethlehem steel nocturne with clouds in march, 1909 (detail(detail), 35 x 70 inches, oil on gatorboard, 2012 2
david brewster - cgrimaldisgallery - dick turpin: the spurious highwayman – recent paintings, c. grimaldis
gallery, baltimore, md confluence, pennsylvania academy of the fine arts, philadelphia, pa ... shils, stuart. “the
glorious wake of that painter’s visual joy.” joseph wharton, 1826-1909: ironmaster, innovator and educator,
2012: pp. 16-19. eric aho education - dc moore gallery - 1998 recent paintings, spheris gallery, walpole,
nh ... kindred spirits: the landscapes of eric aho, wolf kahn, and stuart shils, paesaggio gallery, west hartford,
ct ... 1991-92 fulbright fellowship, institute of international education, new york, ny grants and awards . oneperson exhibitions - gross mccleaf gallery - one-person exhibitions (a selection) 2016 new works. gross
mccleaf gallery. philadelphia, pa ... very small and very recent paintings, laduca gallery, easton, pa ... stuart
shils & ken kewley, truro center for the arts at castle hill, truro, ma small is big, five painters, manifest gallery,
cincinnati, oh, indiana university, bloomington, in ...
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